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Abstract
There are several cooling mode control sequences for chiller plants with water-side economizers
adopted in industry and academia, and it is widely known that this supervisory control significantly
affects energy consumption; however, there is a lack of a modeling resource to allow multiple
control sequences to be evaluated systematically under different settings, such as system
configurations, load types, and climate locations. To fill this gap, this paper develops open-source
Modelica models to simulate the control and energy performance of multiple cooling mode control
sequences for chiller plants with water-side economizers. These models allow users to develop
and test their advanced control sequences for chiller plants with water-side economizers for their
target climates and system configurations. To demonstrate how these models can be utilized, a
chiller plant with an integrated water-side economizer is simulated using two advanced cooling
mode control sequences, two cooling load types, and six climates, for a total of 24 simulation cases.
This study revealed that the energy saving potential varied from 8.6% to 36.8% for constant load
profiles in all of the considered climates, and from 6.3% to 25.8% for variable load profiles in
most of the climates. Results also showed that the developed system models are able to capture
transient control details and reveal counterintuitive energy performance.

Keywords: Chiller plant; Water-side economizer; Modelica; Control sequence; Free cooling
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Nomenclature
AHU
CH
CHW
CW
COP
CHWP
CWP
CT
̇
𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛
̇
𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥
DP
FC
FMC
H
𝑚̇
Max
Min
N
OA
P
PF
PMC
PLR
Q

Air handling unit
Chiller
Chilled water
Condenser water
Coefficient of performance
Chilled water pump
Condenser water pump
Cooling tower
Minimal capacity flow rate
Maximum capacity flow rate
Differential pressure
Free cooling
Full mechanical cooling
Head pressure
Flow rate of water or air
Maximum value
Minimum value
Number
Outdoor air
Power, kW
Performance factor, kW/ton
Partial mechanical cooling
Part load ratio
Cooling load, kW (ton)
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RA
S
SA
SUT
SDT
T
WSE
𝛿𝑡

Return air
Speed
Supply air
Staging up threshold
Staging down threshold
Temperature, °C
Water-side economizer
Elapsed time

Subscripts
app
fan
in
out
off
on
pre
ret
sup
set
tot
wb
ε

Approach temperature, °C
Cooling tower fan
Inlet water
Outlet water
Component off
Component on
Predicted temperature, °C
Return temperature, °C
Supply temperature, °C
Setpoint temperature, °C
Total
Wet-bulb
Heat exchanger effectiveness

1. Introduction
In a chiller plant with a water-side economizer (WSE), the WSE is a heat exchanger that cools
chilled water by condenser water [1]. Often regarded as “free cooling”, the WSE takes advantage
of the low wet-bulb temperature (Twb) to reduce the cooling needs of chillers [2]. Employing a
WSE can decrease the cooling energy consumption by reducing the chiller operating time or
increasing the chiller efficiency [3]. Previous studies show that the WSE can reduce the energy
consumption of chiller plants up to 40% [4,5].
Although the WSE can reduce the energy consumption of chiller plants, those savings are highly
dependent on the control schema and energy consumption of other equipment. Firstly, using a
WSE poses control challenges to the operation of chiller plants. Common problems include short
cycling of chillers [6], chilled water supply temperature fluctuations [7,8], and room temperatures
drifting outside of acceptable ranges. Moreover, using a WSE may cause the chillers to deviate
from their optimal performance curves or even shut down unexpectedly when exposed to the
colder condenser water temperatures required for the WSE [9]. Additionally, reducing the energy
consumption for chillers comes at the expense of increased energy consumption for cooling towers
or pumps when the WSE is enabled [10]. At times, this tradeoff causes the total energy
consumption of the plant to be higher with a WSE than without one. Due to these challenges, the
chiller plant may not function at its optimal state when WSE is enabled. To diagnose these
challenges offline and improve the operation of chiller plants with WSE, computational modeling
and simulation is highly effective.
While the literature on modeling and simulation of chiller plants with WSE is abundant to be
discussed further in Section 2, there is a lack of modeling tools that can evaluate multiple advanced
control sequences systematically across plant configurations, load types, and climate locations. In
simulation settings and real-world practice, the energy performance of the chiller plant with WSE
is usually evaluated with a specific control sequence, one cooling load type, and either a single
climate or multiple climates [11,12]. However, the energy performance of chiller plants with WSE
depends on many factors, such as equipment sizing, chiller plant configurations, control sequences,
climates, and cooling load types [13]. Because of the range of flexibility in these operating
conditions, there are nearly unlimited ways these plants can be controlled. Due to the abovementioned challenges, it is critical that control sequences are assessed across the range of their
exposed conditions to realize the energy benefits of WSE.
Thus, the objective of this work is to develop open-source Modelica models for evaluating the
energy performance of chiller plants with WSE across multiple control scenarios, such as different
system configurations, control sequences, cooling load types, and climates. This allows users to
systematically test their control sequences across the range of their site conditions and more
appropriately select and tune their sequences for each target site. Modelica is an equation-based,
object-oriented modeling language for modeling multi-domain physical systems with dynamic
behaviors [14,15]. It was selected because of the rich open-source libraries available, its ability to
model both the mechanical and control systems in one platform, and its suitability to simulate the
performance of control sequences by capturing both the fast transient responses of control actions
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and slow dynamic responses of thermofluid systems [16,17]. Contrary to previous works, these
open-source models are designed to accept a wide range of control scenarios, suitable for chiller
plants with WSE in any climate globally.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Previous literature in modeling and simulation of
chiller plants with WSE are detailed further in Section 2. Then, the open-source Modelica
implementation – including the cooling system models, control models, post-processing models
and integrated system simulation model – is presented in Section 3. In Section 4, a case study
including 24 model combinations demonstrates the flexibility and suitability of this tool to evaluate
the control performance of chiller plants with WSE. One common system configuration, two
control sequences from literature, two load types, and six climates in the U.S. are used for
demonstration. The system performances in terms of control stability and energy consumption are
presented and analyzed in Sections 5 and 6, before concluding this contribution in Section 7.

2. Literature review
This section presents the past literature on modeling and simulation of chiller plants with WSE.
With the goal of this work being to evaluate a range of chiller plant with WSE designs, the variety
of plant configurations are first discussed. Then, the range of available modeling tools will be
presented, followed by the past works in simulating chiller plants with WSE.
Chiller plants with WSE can be configured in many different ways in practice [18]. When the WSE
is in series with the chillers on the chilled water side, it is often referred as an integrated WSE
[19,20]. This means that the WSE can meet all or some of the cooling load while the chillers meet
the remainder. Conversely, chillers and WSE can also be in parallel (or nonintegrated) with the
chillers on the chilled water side [21,22]. This means that the economizer operates when it can
meet the entire load independently of the chillers [8]. Further, WSE and chillers can also be in
parallel or series on the condenser water side [23]. The collected WSE configurations of chiller
plants with WSE from literature are summarized in Appendix A. Among those, the configuration
with a series chiller-WSE connection on the chilled water side (integrated) and a parallel chillerWSE connection on the condenser water side is the most common in the literature since it often
has higher energy efficiency than other configurations [5,7,9]. This configuration is implemented
and studied in this paper as a demonstration of the proposed simulation model.
Several modeling tools have been used to evaluate the energy and control performance of chiller
plants with WSE. For example, Ham and Jeong [19] used EnergyPlus to simulate the energy
performance of the chiller plant with integrated WSE. Some control models are idealized in
EnergyPlus and cannot fully reflect the actual response and transient dynamics of system operation
[3]. For instance, control signal and components actions usually lack delay time and waiting time
in EnergyPlus [24,25]. Some studies [26,27] developed chiller plants with WSE models as well as
their controls using TRNSYS to simulate and evaluate the energy performance of the plant, while
others used TRNSYS to simulate the chiller plant with WSE and developed the control strategy in
MATLAB [28]. MATLAB/Simulink are powerful tools for computing; however, they are not
priorities for modeling multi-physics dynamic analysis [29]. Additionally, some tools can model
system dynamics but often have problems when the simulated system has a mixture of fast and
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slow dynamics (aka “stiff” problems) [30], which is common of this application. Díaz, Cáceres,
Torres, Cardemil and Silva-Llanca used Engineering Equation Solver to estimate energy
consumption for the chiller plant with WSE in multiple locations [5]. However, the developed
chiller plant models usually lack flow resistance models with pressure drop for equipment and
pipelines. The resulted models do not consider the dynamic pressure distribution characteristics in
water loops [31]. Contrary to the limitations mentioned above, the developed Modelica-based
chiller plant with WSE models in this study take advantage of the equation-based object-oriented
Modelica-based modeling features, such as its flexibility to model different system configurations,
control sequence and local controls and its adaptability to implement implicit variable timestep
solvers which can efficiently simulate fast and slow dynamic processes that are critical in control
evaluation [32]. Thus, Modelica-based modeling approach is selected for this work.
Many studies are devoted to simulating and evaluate the energy performance of chiller plans with
WSE. Wei, Li, Shi and Li [26] simulated WSE performance with a variable Twb setpoint control,
which extended the operating hours in free cooling mode and reduced total energy consumption
by 7% compared to the conventional constant Twb control method. Durand-Estebe, Le Bot, Mancos
and Arquis [28] simulated chiller plants with WSE operation with a temperature-adaptive control
strategy, which can reduce the energy consumption of chiller plants up to 50%. Taylor [7] and
Stein [9] proposed their control sequences to achieve more WSE operation time. Agrawal, Khichar
and Jain [27] evaluated the energy of chiller plants with WSE with a condenser water supply
temperature control strategy, that can reduce energy consumption by 30%. Díaz, Cáceres, Torres,
Cardemil and Silva-Llanca [5] analyzed the effect of climates on the thermodynamic performance
of a chiller plant with WSE. They found that chillers’ energy saving is limited in desert climate
since it prevents implementing WSE operation. Cheung and Wang [33] simulated energy
performance of the specific control sequence for chiller plants with WSE under multiple climates.
The results show that the different system configurations can reduce the annual energy
consumption by 3-15% depending on the climates. Although the above studies have evaluated the
energy performance of chiller plants with WSE in simulation or even in practice, they lack
flexibility in evaluating multiple control sequences under several design and climate conditions.
Thus, this work aims to suit this purpose.

3. Model implementation
This section first introduces the Modelica models’ implementation of the chiller plant with WSE
for equipment and controls. The chiller plant models consist of individual equipment and
subsystem models that are introduced in Section 3.1. The equipment, subsystem, and system
models were developed hierarchically for isolation testing and improved reusability. The control
models similarly include equipment-level and system-level controls and are introduced in Section
3.2. The supervisory control and local control models are integrated at the top-level, allowing their
seamless replacement. Then, the complete system models are developed by coupling the plant
model with control models in Section 3.3. This allows control engineers to test a variety of
advanced control sequences under one single platform. Also, models for post-processing are
included to analyze the system operation and energy consumption.
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3.1 Cooling system
3.1.1 Equipment models
A chiller plant with WSE usually includes water-cooled chillers, WSE, cooling towers, chilled
water pumps, condenser water pumps, valves, distribution pipes, etc. The chiller, pump, valve, and
pipe models are modeled using the basic models available in the Modelica Buildings Library [16].
In addition, this paper implements the cooling tower model based on Merkel’s theory in Modelica
environment to calculate the total heat transfer between the air and water entering the tower. The
fundamental basis for Merkel’s theory is that the steady-state total heat transfer is proportional to
the difference between the enthalpy of air and the enthalpy of air saturated at the wetted-surface
temperature [34,35]. This paper has open-source released the Merkel cooling tower in the
Modelica Buildings Library (v7.0.0). The vectorized models for identical chillers and pumps are
created based on basic models from the Modelica Buildings Library. The vectorized models are
then connected in parallel and share the same inputs and outputs nodes. A new WSE model is also
developed, which mainly consists of a plate heat exchanger model with constant effectivity, a valve
model, and an outlet temperature control block.
Performance equations of the chiller plants are summarized in Table 1. The chiller performance is
usually affected by three equations: CFT, EIRFT, and EIRFPLR. CFT is available cooling capacity
as a function of the chilled water supply temperature (𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝,𝐶𝐻𝑊 ) and leaving condenser water
temperature (𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝐶𝑊 ), EIRFT represents the full load efficiency as a function of the 𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝,𝐶𝐻𝑊 and
𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝐶𝑊 , and EIRFPLR represents the efficiency as a function of the part load ratio (PLR). For
chilled water pumps, condenser water pumps, and cooling tower fans, the head pressure (H) and
power (P) of these components are represented as a quadratic equation in terms of the flowrate.
The mass flow rate of water or air is represented by 𝑚̇, while b, c, d, e, and f are the coefficients
of each parameter. For the cooling tower heat transfer process, 𝑄 is the total cooling load capacity,
̇
̇
𝑁𝑇𝑈 is number of transfer units, 𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛
is the minimal capacity flow rate, 𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥
is the maximum
capacity flow rate, 𝑇𝐶𝑊,𝑖𝑛 is the inlet condenser water of cooling tower, 𝑇𝑤𝑏,𝑖𝑛 is wet-bulb
temperature of the inlet air, and 𝜀 is heat exchanger effectiveness [36].
Table 1 Performance equations for chiller plant’s main equipment.
Equipment
Chiller

Performance equation
2
2
𝐶𝐹𝑇 = 𝑏1 + 𝑏2 𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝,𝐶𝐻𝑊 + 𝑏3 𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝,𝐶𝐻𝑊
+ 𝑏4 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝐶𝑊 + 𝑏5 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝐶𝑊
+
𝑏6 𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝,𝐶𝐻𝑊 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝐶𝑊
2
2
𝐸𝐼𝑅𝐹𝑇 = 𝑐1 + 𝑐2 𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝,𝐶𝐻𝑊 + 𝑐3 𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝,𝐶𝐻𝑊
+ 𝑐4 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝐶𝑊 + 𝑐5 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝐶𝑊
+

𝑐6 𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝,𝐶𝐻𝑊 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝐶𝑊
2
𝐸𝐼𝑅𝐹𝑃𝐿𝑅 = 𝑑1 + 𝑑2 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝐶𝑊 + 𝑑3 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝐶𝑊
+ 𝑑4 𝑃𝐿𝑅 + 𝑑5 𝑃𝐿𝑅2 +

Fan/Pump
Cooling tower

𝑑6 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝐶𝑊 𝑃𝐿𝑅 + 𝑑7 𝑃𝐿𝑅3
𝐻 = 𝑒1 + 𝑒2 𝑚̇ + 𝑒3 𝑚̇2
𝑃 = 𝑓1 + 𝑓2 𝑚̇ + 𝑓3 𝑚̇2
̇ /𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥
̇
1 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝{−𝑁𝑇𝑈[1 − (𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛
)]
𝜀=
̇ /𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥
̇
̇ /𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥
̇
1 − (𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛
)𝑒𝑥𝑝{−𝑁𝑇𝑈[1 − (𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛
)}
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̇ (𝑇𝐶𝑊,𝑖𝑛 − 𝑇𝑤𝑏,𝑖𝑛 )
𝑄 = 𝜀𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛

3.1.2 Subsystem models
Different subsystems can be modeled using a hierarchical approach. For example, the chiller model
and WSE model can be packaged together to create a chiller with WSE model. This package can
later be inherited to design the entire plant. To complete the chiller plant with WSE subsystem
model, other instances such as bypass valves and pumps are added, inputs and outputs for the
model are exposed, and the components are connected appropriately. Fig. 1 shows the subsystem
configuration of a series chiller-WSE connection on the chilled water side and a parallel chillerWSE connection on the condenser water side. The blocks on the left represent the model inputs,
including the on/off signal for chillers, pumps and WSE, supply chilled water temperature set point
signal, bypass valve position signal, and pump speed signal from different controllers. On the right
are the model outputs, such as WSE supply chilled water temperature, chiller power, and pump
power.
T W et hi

y so

y so

Multiple chillers
TSup

Wset

WSE

T SupWSE

pow hi

T

TSup

on
y yp alWSE
y yp al hi

WWSE

y actual
M

pow um

M

ypass chiller valve

ypass WSE valve

y um

y actual

hilled water pumps

y reset in
per um

per hi

trigger

Fig. 1. Model implementation of chiller plant with integrated WSE.

3.2 Control system
3.2.1 Equipment-level control models
The equipment-level control logics of a chiller plant with WSE are summarized in Table 2,
including staging control (e.g., cooling tower staging control, chiller staging control, WSE staging
control, and water pump staging control), speed control (e.g., cooling tower fan speed control,
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water pump speed control), isolation valve control, and bypass valve control. In Table 2, variable
𝛿𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒,𝑜𝑛 is the elapsed time since the equipment was activated, 𝛿𝑡𝑚𝑖𝑛 is the minimum waiting
time threshold, 𝑆𝑈𝑇 is staging up threshold, 𝑆𝐷𝑇 is staging down threshold, 𝑆𝐶𝑊,𝑚𝑖𝑛 is the
minimum CW pump speed, and 𝑃𝐼𝐷𝐶𝑊 is the PID controller output signal for modulating DPCW.
Since the equipment sizes are all identical with each other, the control logics and parameter
setpoints can be considered the same based on the engineering practice. Thus, it is assumed that
cooling towers are controlled to the same condenser water set point, chillers are controlled to the
same chilled water set point, and pumps are controlled to the same speed settings.
Table 2 Equipment-level control logics.
Equipment
Chiller

Control type
Staging

Chiller bypass
CHW pump

Staging

Control logic
Chillers stage up:
𝛿𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒,𝑜𝑛 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑃𝐿𝑅𝐶𝐻 > 𝑆𝑈𝑇 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝛿𝑡𝑚𝑖𝑛
Chillers stage down:
𝛿𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒,𝑜𝑛 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑃𝐿𝑅𝐶𝐻 < 𝑆𝐷𝑇 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝛿𝑡𝑚𝑖𝑛
FC mode: fully open
PMC and FMC modes: modulate DPCH at set point
CHW pumps stage up:

𝛿𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒,𝑜𝑛 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑚̇

𝑚̇𝐶𝐻𝑊𝑃
𝐶𝐻𝑊𝑃,𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙

> 𝑆𝑈𝑇 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝛿𝑡𝑚𝑖𝑛

CHW pumps stage down:

𝛿𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒,𝑜𝑛 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑚̇
Cooling tower

Speed
Cell staging

𝑚̇𝐶𝐻𝑊𝑃
𝐶𝐻𝑊𝑃,𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙

< 𝑆𝐷𝑇 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝛿𝑡𝑚𝑖𝑛

Modulate DPCHW at its set point
CT stages up:

𝛿𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒,𝑜𝑛 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑚̇

𝑚̇𝐶𝑊𝑃
𝐶𝑊𝑃,𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙

> 𝑆𝑈𝑇 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝛿𝑡𝑚𝑖𝑛

CT stages down:

𝛿𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒,𝑜𝑛 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑚̇
Speed
CW pump

Staging

Speed
WSE

WSE bypass

𝑚̇𝐶𝑊𝑃
𝐶𝑊𝑃,𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙

< 𝑆𝐷𝑇 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝛿𝑡𝑚𝑖𝑛

FC mode: launch from 100% and maintain Tsup,CHW at its set point
PMC and FMC modes: maintain Tsup,CW at its set point
FC mode: CW pump stages on when 𝑆𝐶𝑇 >
𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑈𝑝𝑇ℎ𝑟 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝛿𝑡𝑚𝑖𝑛 , CW pump stages down when 𝑆𝐶𝑇 <
𝑠𝑡𝑎𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑇ℎ𝑟 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝛿𝑡𝑚𝑖𝑛
PMC and FMC modes: NCWP = NCH
FC mode: Max (𝑆𝐶𝑇 , 𝑆𝐶𝑊,𝑚𝑖𝑛 )
PMC and FMC modes: Max (𝑃𝐼𝐷𝐶𝑊 , 𝑃𝐿𝑅𝐶𝐻 , 𝑆𝐶𝑊,𝑚𝑖𝑛 )
FC and PMC modes: Modulate DPCHW at set point
FMC mode: fully open
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3.2.2 System-level control models
Supervisory control strategies include cooling mode control sequences, a chilled water supply
temperature (Tsup,CHW) reset control, a chilled water loop differential pressure (DPCHW) reset control,
and a condenser water supply temperature (Tsup,CW) reset control. Both Tsup,CHW and DPCHW set
points are reset based on coil control valve positions. A single reset control method is used to
control both set points [9]. The reset strategy is first to increase the differential pressure DPCHW to
increase the mass flow rate. If DPCHW reaches the maximum value and further cooling is still
needed, Tsup,CHW set point is gradually reduced. If there is too much cooling, Tsup,CHW set point and
DPCHW will be changed in the reverse direction [37]. A Tsup,CW reset control is summarized in Table
3. When the chiller plant system operates in FC cooling mode, the Tsup,CW is free-floating and
avoids freezing. In PMC mode, Tsup,CW is set as the predefined value. In FMC mode, Tsup,CW is
controlled based on an approach temperature method.
Table 3 Supply condenser water temperature reset control.
Cooling mode
FC
PMC
FMC

Reset logic
Tsup,CW setpoint is free-floating
Tsup,CW is reset to a predefined value
Tsup,CW is reset using 𝑇𝑤𝑏 + 𝑇𝑎𝑝𝑝,𝐶𝑇,𝑝𝑟𝑒

Any advanced control sequence can be implemented in the developed testbed using elementary
blocks from the Modelica Buildings Library. The implemented CWST-based control sequence in
Modelica is selected as an example, as shown in Fig. 2. There are four types of blocks in each
sequence controller. On the left are the connectors of the input control signals expressed as real
numbers, including 𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝,𝐶𝑊,𝑊𝑆𝐸 , 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝐶𝐻𝑊,𝑊𝑆𝐸 , 𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝,𝐶𝐻𝑊,𝑠𝑒𝑡 , etc. Next to those are blocks for
calculating temperature difference. Continuing to the right are the implemented control logics of
the state graph, including control delay time and equipment waiting time. The transitions between
the cooling mode states are represented by the horizontal black bars, and each transition has unique
preceding and succeeding states. On the far right are output signal connectors, which output the
cooling mode control signal.
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Fig. 2. Diagram of a CWST-based control sequence model.

3.3 Integrated control and system models
In the developed Modelica system model, the equipment, subsystem, and system models are
developed hierarchically, while the flat control sequences are integrated at the top-level, allowing
their seamless replacement by the user. This allows control engineers to test a variety of advanced
control sequences under multiple climates using one single system model. Fig. 3 shows an example
of the complete model of a chilled water system with WSE, which is coupled with the CWSTbased control sequence. The dashed line represents the control signal line, and the double solid
line is the fluid line. This model consists of three parts: the control system, the cooling system, and
post-processing. The left side is the control system, which includes the system-level supervisory
control and the equipment-level local control. In the middle is the cooling system, including the
developed chiller plant with integrated WSE model and other component models (e.g., room model,
pipes resistance model, and AHU model). The right side is the post-processing, which is used to
calculate the energy consumption.
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Fig. 3. Top-level model diagram for the chiller plant with integrated WSE.

4. Case study
A total of 24 simulations are performed to demonstrate the flexibility of the developed open-source
models and provide an example for how control engineers can simulate their control sequences
using this computational testbed. While the same chiller plant with WSE configuration is used
across all simulations, the control sequence, load type, and climate location varies, as summarized
in Table 4. The six representative ASHRAE climate zones are selected from hot and dry (2B) to
cold and moist (6A), to cover a wide spectrum of temperature and moisture conditions. This section
presents the case study system description and model settings, including the climate, load
configurations, and cooling mode control sequences.
Table 4 System configuration variables across all simulation cases.
Types
Location

Description
Climate zones

Content
Tucson, AZ (2B hot and dry); Atlanta, GA (3A warm and
moist); San Francisco, CA (3C warm and marine);
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Cooling load
Control sequences

Profile type
Cooling mode control

Seattle, WA (4C mixed and marine); Denver, CO (5B
cool and dry); Rochester, NY (6A cold and moist)
Constant / Variable
two control sequences

4.1 Plant configuration
There are usually five types of configurations for chiller plants with WSE in other studies, as
shown in Appendix A. The modeled plant, shown in Fig. 4, is a common water-cooled chiller plant
with an integrated WSE, where the WSE is in parallel will the chillers on the condenser water side.
There are usually three cooling modes for chiller plants with integrated WSE: (1) free cooling (FC)
mode, where only the WSE is on; (2) partial mechanical cooling (PMC) mode, where the chillers
and WSE are both running; and (3) full mechanical cooling (FMC), where only the chillers are on.
Different cooling modes are achieved by adjusting valve positions. For the studied system, in FC
mode, chiller isolation valves (V1_1, V1_2, V2_1, and V2_2) are closed, while WSE isolation valves
(V3 and V4) and chiller bypass valve V6 are open, WSE bypass valve V5 is modulated to maintain
DP across WSE at a set point. In PMC mode, V1_1, V1_2, V2_1, V2_2, V3, and V4 are open, while V5
and V6 are modulated to maintain DP across WSE and chillers at their set points. In FMC mode,
V3 and V4 are closed, while V1_1, V1_2, V2_1, V2_2, V5 are open, V6 is modulated to maintain DP
across chillers at the set point.
ondenser Water
umps

ooling Towers

hilled Water
umps

Waterside Economi er

ir andler nits

oom

Fig. 4. Configuration of a chiller plant with integrated WSE in parallel connection on condenser water
side.

The sizing of the system is held constant across all simulation scenarios in this study. The design
temperature differences of the chilled water loop, condenser water loop, and air loop are 10 °C,
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7.5 °C, and 8.9 °C, respectively. The design chilled water supply temperature, condenser water
supply temperature, and supply air temperature are 7.8 °C, 25.5 °C, and 17.8 °C, respectively. The
system is tested under constant load and variable load, as discussed in Section 4.3. The chillers,
pumps, cooling towers, and air handling units are sized accordingly based on the design cooling
load [38]. urther information on the e uipment’s nominal si ing can be found in ppendi B.
4.2 Control sequences
The publicly released cooling mode control sequences can generally be classified into two
categories: the condenser water supply temperature (CWST)-based control sequences and the
chilled water supply temperature (CHWST)-based control sequences. Two advanced control
sequences have been selected from the e isting literature to demonstrate the system model’s ability
to include detailed control logics for chiller plants with WSE: a CWST-based control sequence
and a CHWST-based control sequence. The CWST-based control sequence is from Griffin [39].
In this sequence, condenser water supply temperature is regarded as the main control parameter to
decide the cooling mode transition strategy. The CHWST-based control se uence is from Taylor’s
study [7]. In this sequence, chilled water supply temperature of WSE is regarded as the main
control parameter to decide on cooling mode transition strategy. While these two sequences (as
shown in Appendix C) are selected to demonstrate the available flexibility of the open-source
models, users can evaluate other control sequences using this platform.
The final combination of each system is summarized in Table 5. For example, the chiller plant
coupled with a CWST-based control sequence under constant load is named CWST-C. To
investigate the energy saving potential of the chiller plant with WSE, the energy use of the plant
without WSE is considered as the baseline. The energy consumption of air handling units is not
usually considered in chiller plant energy consumption studies and hence is not included in this
study as well.
Table 5 Combinations of chiller plant with WSE under different sequences and load types.
Control sequence
CWST-based
CHWST-based

Cooling load type
Constant
Variable
Constant
Variable

Abbreviation
CWST-C
CWST-V
CHWST-C
CHWST-V

4.3 Load types
Two load types (constant load and variable load) are applied to simulate the performance of the
system model. The constant cooling load is represented by a data center with 2160 kW (615 tons)
load, a common energy-intensive application for chiller plants with WSE. The variable cooling
load represents an office building with a data center. The cooling load distributions for this load
type are 40% (864 kW) for the data center and 60% (1296 kW) for the office building so that the
total peak load is 2160 kW. EnergyPlus is used to generate the variable cooling load profile.
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4.4 Validation
The validation process includes two levels, one is for individual equipment, and the other one is
for the cooling system. All major equipment, such as chillers, pumps, and air handling unit, have
been validated. Individual cooling equipment have been calibrated with measured data from a real
data center cooling system; these results are available in previous publications belong to the
authors of this paper [10,40]. The implemented Merkel’s theory-based cooling tower model in
Modelica is validated with the equivalent cooling tower model available in EnergyPlus.
To validate the cooling system model, a baseline model is established by EnergyPlus to predict the
energy performance. The benchmark model uses the same design parameters as the Modelica
model, both with the constant cooling load scenario. The predicted site annual energy consumption
for the two models is in good agreement, with relative differences ranging from -6.4% to 0.9% in
the six locations, as shown in Table 6.
Table 6 Relative difference in energy consumption of cooling system.
Climate Zone Energy consumption (MWh) Relative
EnergyPlus

Modelica

difference (%)

2B

6077.1

5932.5

-2.4

3A

6266.1

5965.9

-4.8

3C

6243.9

6127.1

-1.9

4C

5954.8

5576.7

-6.3

5B

5093.0

5137.4

0.9

6A

5421.0

5179.1

-4.5

4.5 Performance metrics
To ensure that the system is functioning as designed, two system control performance indicators
(Tsup,CHW and TSA) are selected. These two temperature indicators are fundamental to a correctly
functioning cooling system. A chilled water supply temperature, Tsup,CHW, that is held within
acceptable tolerances of its setpoint will allow the air handling unit to perform properly. The supply
air temperature is similarly critical, as it is the air supplied to building zones to meet the cooling
needs.
Further, the energy performance of chiller plants with WSE under various control sequences is
reported and evaluated. The chiller plant efficiency is represented as kW/ton and is defined as the
ratio of chiller plant power consumption to total cooling load, which is a common performance
factor (PF) used for chiller plant energy performance analysis [41,42]. This can be represented as:
𝑃𝐹 =

𝑃𝐶𝐻 +𝑃𝐶𝐻𝑊𝑃 +𝑃𝐶𝑊𝑃 +𝑃𝐶𝑇
𝑄𝑡𝑜𝑡
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(1)

where 𝑃𝐶𝐻 , 𝑃𝐶𝐻𝑊𝑃 , 𝑃𝐶𝑊𝑃 , and 𝑃𝐶𝑇 are the power consumption (in kW) of chillers, chilled water
pumps, condenser water pumps, and cooling towers, respectively, and 𝑄𝑡𝑜𝑡 is the total cooling load
(in ton). A lower kW/ton corresponds to less energy being consumed by the chiller plant while still
satisfying the cooling load. Thus, the smaller the kW/ton, the higher the energy performance of
the chiller plant.

5. Results
This section presents the results of the 24 simulation cases (1 system configuration, 2 control
sequences, 2 load types, and 6 climates). To evaluate the control system, the system performances
in terms of control stability and energy consumption are analyzed in Section 5.1 and 5.2.
5.1 Control performance
Analyzing the selected control indicators, Tsup,CHW and TSA, for the studied cases revealed that the
set points are met at most times. However, there are few dynamic transient behaviors, as shown in
Fig. 5 (a). Tsup,CHW may be beyond the set point because of chiller turning on events and the dead
band temperature of the control sequences. For example, when the chiller turns on at 8 a.m. due to
the increased cooling load reflected by PLR, it causes an upward spike for TSup,CHW that dissipates
quickly, as shown in Fig. 5 (b). Similarly, TSA could have an upward spike because of the Tsup,CHW
upward spike and chilled water pump turning off. For instance, as shown in Fig. 5 (c), turning off
the chilled water pump around 11 p.m. can lead to a downward spike of the chilled water flow rate,
which causes an upward spike of TSA.

(a) Annual Tsup,CHW and TSA results of CWST-V in 3C (San Francisco)
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(b) Tsup,CHW upward spike

(c) TSA upward spike

Fig. 5. Dynamic transients of chilled water supply temperature and supply air temperature.

5.2 Energy performance
This section represents detailed energy performance simulation results and illustrates how the
simulation output of the developed testbed can be interpreted by its users. First, the energy
consumption of CWST-C system in San Francisco is selected and shown as example in Section
5.2.1. The comprehensive energy performance results across all simulation scenarios under the
constant load (Section 5.2.2) and variable load (Section 5.2.3) are shown next. Finally, some
unexpected energy results in various climate conditions are presented in Section 5.2.4.
5.2.1 Analysis of CWST-C system in San Francisco
Fig. 6 shows the monthly energy consumption for each equipment. Chiller energy consumption is
the highest in the summer season and increases with the monthly averaged Twb. Cooling tower
energy consumption is the highest in winter months because the chiller plant often runs in FC or
PMC modes during this season. As a result, the cooling tower fan tends to run at higher speeds to
provide cold condenser water. This will lead to higher tower energy consumption in winter than
in summer, which is reflected in the chart below.
400

Tower

Chiller

CHWPump

CWPump
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12

200

8

100
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0
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0
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Fig. 6. Monthly equipment energy consumption of CWST-C.
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Fig. 7 shows the system energy performance for a week during winter and a week in summer
season. As shown in Fig. 7 (a), the cooling mode moves from FMC mode to FC mode, and Twb
gradually decreases. The chiller power varies with Twb and is significantly more than the power
consumption of the other equipment in FMC mode. Depending on Twb, the cooling tower power
may be higher or lower than the chiller in PMC mode. The total power of the chiller plant usually
decreases from FMC mode to PMC mode and FC mode, with the least power in the FC mode. The
chiller plant kW/ton decreases from 0.65 (COP 5.41) in FMC mode to 0.22 (COP 15.98) in FC
mode. Fig. 7 (b) shows that the plant remains in FMC mode during the summer week and the total
power slightly varies due to changes of Twb. The energy performance of the chiller plant also has
a more substantial fluctuation in winter than in summer because of the large temperature difference
in winter. For example, Twb fluctuates between 1 °C and 14 °C in winter, while it keeps between
12 °C and 16 °C in summer.

(a) Winter week

(b) Summer week

Fig. 7. Details of the energy performance of CWST-C during a winter week and a summer week.

5.2.2 Energy performance under a constant load profile
Fig. 8 presents the annual energy performance of the chiller plant with/without WSE under
constant load profiles. The chiller plant without WSE is set as baseline model to investigate the
energy saving potential of the WSE. The total energy consumption of the plant without WSE
similar in all six climates, and the total energy consumption for the plant with WSE is notably
lower than the plant without WSE. The WSE provides the most energy savings in the cool and dry
climate (5B) and the cold and moist climate (6A). While it is less effective in the warm and marine
climate (3C), having a WSE still proves beneficial. Compared to a chiller plant without WSE, the
energy saving potential of a chiller plant with WSE varies from 8.6% (3C) to 36.8% (5B and 6A).
With WSE, chiller plant kW/ton can be divided into two categories. One is from 0.55 to 0.59
(corresponding to a COP of 6.37 to 5.96) in hot or warm climates (2B, 3A, and 3C), and the other
is from 0.41 to 0.49 (corresponding to a COP of 8.58 to 7.18) in mixed, cool, or cold climates (4C,
5B, and 6A). The energy saving mainly comes from the savings in chillers and cooling towers
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although the overall chiller plant energy consumption is largely contributed by the chillers and
pumps. With WSE, chiller energy can be reduced about 29% to 33% for hot and dry climate (2B)
and warm climates (3A and 3C). The most savings that achieved from chiller energy (about 49%
- 61%) comes from mixed to cool and cold climates (4C, 5B, and 6A). The chiller energy saving
in these cases is at the cost of more energy consumption by cooling towers. The cooling tower
energy increase is significant in marine climate (e.g., 3C and 4C) because of the relatively high
wet-bulb temperature. Pumps (CW pumps and CHW pumps) usually use similar amounts of
energy regardless of climate since their energy is less affected by weather conditions.

Energy consumption (MWh)
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Fig. 8. Energy performance of chiller plant with WSE under constant load in six climates.

Fig. 9 shows the monthly kW/ton of chiller plant with WSE under constant load. The kW/ton
results fluctuate with the monthly averaged Twb and usually reach a maximum in July or August.
When the monthly averaged Twb is below 7.8 °C in cold months (e.g., Jan, Feb, Nov, and Dec),
CWST-based control sequence has the least kW/ton in six climates. For hot months (e.g., June,
July, and August), the chiller plant kW/ton of two sequences have no obvious differences.
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Fig. 9. Monthly chiller plant with WSE kW/ton under constant load.

5.2.3 Energy performance under a variable load profile
Fig. 10 shows the annual energy performance of the chiller plant with WSE under variable load
profiles. In general, WSE can provide the most energy saving in the cool and dry climate (5B) and
the cold and moist climate (6A), while it is less effective in the hot or warm climates (2B and 3A).
Compared to a chiller plant without WSE, the energy saving potential of the plant with WSE varies
from 6.3% (2B) to 25.8% (5B and 6A) in the six climates, except 3C (San Francisco), where there
was extra energy use of cooling towers caused by a low fixed TSup,CW set point in PMC mode. This
issue is analyzed in Section 5.2.4.
With WSE, the chiller plant kW/ton results are divided into two categories. One is from 0.54 to
0.60 (corresponding to a COP of 6.51 to 5.86) in hot or warm climates (2B, 3A, and 3C), and the
other is from 0.40 to 0.47 (COP from 8.79 to 7.48) in the mixed, cool or cold climates (4C, 5B,
and 6A). Like the chiller plant with WSE under constant load, the energy saving of the plant with
WSE under variable load mainly comes from the savings in chillers. With WSE, the energy
consumption of chillers reduces about 23-54% in six climates. The chiller energy saving is at the
cost of more energy by cooling towers. The cooling tower energy increase is significant in marine
and cool climates (3C and 4C). Cooling tower energy use increased about 238% - 510% compared
to the baseline because the cooling tower fan tends to run at a high-speed ratio when WSE is
available.
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Fig. 10. Energy consumption of chiller plant with WSE under variable load in six climates.

Fig. 11 shows the monthly kW/ton of chiller plant with WSE under variable load. The chiller plant
kW/ton reaches the maximum value in July or August when monthly averaged Twb is at its highest.
For cold months (e.g., January, February, November, and December), the chiller plant kW/ton of
the two sequences have no obvious differences. When the monthly averaged Twb is above 12°C in
hot months (e.g., June, July, and August), CWST-based control sequence has the least kW/ton in
the six climates.
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Fig. 11. Monthly chiller plant with WSE kW/ton under variable load.

5.2.4 Unexpected energy performance
The kW/ton of chiller plant with WSE usually reduces from FMC mode to PMC mode and FC
mode since WSE can increase cooling efficiency by taking advantage of using free cooling.
However, it is found that, in some scenarios, the chiller plant may require more energy: (1) in FC
mode than PMC mode or (2) in PMC mode than FMC mode, which is contradictory to the above
expectation. This section investigates and provides explanations for those phenomena. The first is
chiller plant uses more energy in FC mode than in PMC mode. Fig. 12 (a) shows the energy
performance details of the two sequences under variable load within one day (Jan 10). After 9 a.m.,
as shown in Fig. 12 (b), the cooling tower power of using CWST-based control in PMC mode is
lower than the one using CHWST-based control in FC mode. This is because the maximum fan
speed ratio is set as 95% in PMC mode and 100% in FC mode. The CW pumps also use less power
since only one pump is activated in PMC mode, but two CW pumps are active at 100% speed ratio
in FC mode. This leads to a power reduction of 22 kW with 10 kW from the cooling tower and 12
kW from CW pumps, which is more than the increased chiller power (5 kW - 17 kW). Thus, the
chiller plant power in PMC mode is lower than the one in FC mode.

(a) Results from 1 a.m. to 10 p.m.

(b) Details from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Fig. 12. Details of energy performance in FC mode and PMC mode.

The second scenario is when the chiller plant kW/ton in PMC mode is higher than in FMC mode.
Fig. 13 (a) shows the energy performance of CHWST-based control under constant load for one
day (Aug 1). In PMC mode (at 8 a.m.), Twb is 13.5 °C and Tsup,CW,set is 7.8 °C, the cooling tower fan
runs at the maximum speed 95%. The cooling tower and chiller power consumption are 65 kW
and 242 kW, respectively. In FMC mode (at 12 p.m.), the cooling tower fan speed ratio gradually
decreases from 95% to 63%. The power of the tower and chiller is 20 kW and 269 kW, respectively.
As shown in Fig. 13 (b), the total power of the tower and chiller in PMC mode (307 kW) is higher
than in FMC mode (289 kW). This result indicates Tsup,CW,set is too low in this weather condition
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so that the tower used more power (45 kW) than the savings from the chiller (27 kW). It is also
found that using WSE requires more energy than using chiller-only when Twb is above 11.8 °C. To
reduce energy use for chiller plant, it is critical to balance energy use between towers and chillers
by optimizing TSup,CW set point.

(a) Results from 12 a.m. to 12 a.m.

(b) Details from 4 a.m. to 12 p.m.

Fig. 13. Details of energy performance in PMC mode and FMC mode.

6. Discussion
This study models a chiller plant with integrated WSE in parallel connection on the condenser
water side, which is the most common configuration identified in the literature (as summarized in
Appendix A). A total of 24 modeling scenarios, spanning two advanced control sequences, two
cooling load types, and six climate zones, are included in this study to demonstrate the flexible
and dynamic simulation capabilities of the developed system model. Under diverse climate
conditions, the developed models reveal the system performances, from annual energy
consumption to transient control responses. Many systems’ performance results in terms of control
stability and energy consumption are as expected. For example, the control indicator Tsup,CHW drifts
beyond the setpoint during FC mode due to the waiting time and dead band temperature adopted
in the control sequences (e.g., waiting time 5 minutes and dead band 1.11 °C in Eq (6)); the chiller
plant without WSE consumes notably more energy than all configurations with WSE (as shown in
Fig. 8 and Fig. 10). However, this study reveals unexpected operating conditions in some cases.
For example, the plant consumed more energy in FC mode at times than in PMC model (as shown
in Fig. 12), due to the fan and pump switch settings and sizing conditions (e.g., maximum fan
speed ratio is 100% in FC mode and 95% in PMC mode); the plant may consume more energy in
PMC mode than in PMC model (as shown in Fig. 13), due to the tower using more power (e.g., 45
kW) than the savings from the chiller (e.g., 27 kW) when using the low TSup,CW set point in PMC
mode. This counterintuitive performance provides opportunities to improve control parameters in
real-world system by means of computer simulations.
The flexibility of the developed models allows control engineers to test their sequences under
realistic thermofluid scenarios; compare simulations across multiple climates, loads, and control
settings; and identify new opportunities for energy efficiency and reliability improvements. There
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are some limitations of this study. The energy performance of the cooling system is only validated
using the energy data generated by EnergyPlus since the measured data is not available. In addition,
this study did not pass judgment on the control performance of the selected control sequences for
the chiller plant with WSE since the performance is based on only the studied system configuration,
equipment sizing, weather condition, and cooling load profiles. In real practice, the chiller plant
with WSE is designed and sized specifically for the target climate, and naturally, the system sizing
significantly affects the overall energy performance.
The developed testbed can assess, optimize, and improve real-world chiller plants with WSE in
future works. Impacts of any control strategy on system performance, such as control sequence,
Tsup,CW reset control [23], fan speed maximum control, and chiller staging control, can be also
investigated using the existing model.

7. Conclusion
The system performance of chillers plants with WSE are usually evaluated based on the specific
system configuration, control sequence, and load type. There is a lack of a flexible model to
systematically evaluate the energy performance of chiller plants with WSE across multiple control
scenarios. As such, the open-source Modelica models developed through this work aimed to fill
this gap. The available flexibility and system performance of the developed system model are
demonstrated by implementing 24 simulation cases, including two advanced control sequences,
two cooling load types, and six climate zones.
Results show that the control stability indicators of the selected control sequences met the set
points at most times, and some dynamic transient behaviors for Tsup,CHW and TSA are also present.
For example, Tsup,CHW drifts beyond the setpoint during FC mode due to the waiting time and dead
band temperature adopted in the control sequences. The energy performance indicator PF (kW/ton)
of the chiller plant with WSE usually decreases from FMC mode (PF=0.65) to PMC mode and FC
mode (PF=0.22), since the WSE increases cooling efficiency by taking advantage of “free cooling”.
Additionally, the chiller plant with WSE consumes notably less energy than the plant without WSE.
With WSE, the energy saving potential of a chiller plant using the selected control sequences varies
from 8.6% to 36.8% under constant load profiles in six climates, while it varies from 6.3% to 25.8%
under variable load profiles in most climates. Additionally, this study also reveals unexpected
operating conditions. For example, there are some scenarios that the chiller plant with WSE
requires more energy in PMC mode than in FMC mode, due to the fan and pump operating settings
and sizing conditions. The reason for this counterintuitive performance is because the tower used
more power (e.g., 45 kW) than the savings from the chiller (e.g., 27 kW) when using the low
TSup,CW set point in PMC mode, which provides opportunities to improve control parameters in
real-world systems.
As seen above, a control sequence can occasionally cause unusual energy performance outputs in
chiller plant with WSE and hence a comprehensive testbed with wide simulation capacity is much
needed. The flexibility of the developed system models throughout this work allows control
engineers to test their sequences under realistic thermofluid scenarios, compare simulations across
multiple climates, loads, and control settings, and optimize chiller plants to reap their maximum
23

energy efficiency benefits across diverse control scenarios. This system model will be open-source
released, allowing wide-scale adoption.
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Appendix
A. System configuration
Table 7 shows configuration of the chiller and WSE connections.
Table 7 Chiller and WSE connections mentioned in the literature.
Reference

System

Chiller-WSE connection on
chilled water side

Chiller-WSE
connection on
condenser water side

No. of
chillers

No. of
WSE

[5]

Primary- secondary

Nonintegrated

Parallel

1

1

[7]

Primary-only

Integrated on load side

Parallel

2

1

Primary-only

Nonintegrated

Parallel

2

1

N/A

Integrated

Parallel

N/A

N/A

Nonintegrated

Parallel

N/A

N/A

Primary-only

Integrated on load side

Parallel

2

1

Primary-secondary

Integrated on load side

Parallel

2

1

Primary-secondary

Nonintegrated

Parallel

2

1

[19]

Primary-only

Integrated on plant side

Parallel

1

1

[20]

Primary-secondary

Integrated

Series

3

1

[21]

Primary-secondary

Nonintegrated

Parallel

6

1

[22]

Primary-only

Nonintegrated

Parallel

8

N/A

[26]

Primary-only

Integrated on plant side

Series

N/A

1

[28]

Primary-only

Integrated on load side

Series

1

1

[33]

Primary-only

Integrated on plant side

Parallel

4

4

[39]

Primary-secondary

Integrated on load side

Series

2

1

[43]

Primary- secondary

Integrated on plant side

Series

4

1

[8]

[9]
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[44]

Primary-only

Integrated on load side

Parallel

N/A

N/A

[45]

Primary-only

Nonintegrated

Parallel

N/A

N/A

Integrated on load side

Series

N/A

N/A

[46]

Primary-only

N/A

N/A

9

9

[47]

Primary-secondary

Integrated and nonintegrated
in one system

Parallel

4

2

B. System sizing
Table 8 shows the plant’s e uipment si ing.
Table 8 Equipment sizing.
Equipment

Number Equipment information

Chiller

2

Nominal capacity
Design COP
Evaporator

Flow rate
Pressure loss
Flow rate
Pressure loss
Number
Speed type
Power

Condenser
Compressor

WSE

1

Nominal capacity
Chilled water side

Flow rate
Pressure loss
Flow rate
Pressure loss

Condenser water side

Chilled water
pump

2

Condenser
water pump

2

Cooling tower

2

Parameter

Design approach temperature
Head
Power
Flow rate
Speed type
Head
Power
Flow rate
Speed type
Nominal capacity
Design approach temperature
Number of cells
Number of fans
Fan speed type
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Unit

Value

kW
1294
7.61
3
m /s
0.03243
kPa
44.8
3
m /s
0.04732
kPa
46.2
1
Variable speed
kW
170
kW
2588
3
m /s
0.09464
kPa
44.8
3
m /s
0.09464
kPa
46.2
°
C
1.67
kPa
584
kW
39.5
3
m /s
0.04732
Variable speed
kPa
242
kW
46.7
3
m /s
0.09464
Variable speed
kW
1460
°
C
2.2
1
1
Variable speed

C. Selected control sequences
C.1. CWST-based control
See Fig. 14 for the state graph of the CWST-based control sequence.

Fig. 14. State graph of a condenser water supply temperature (CWST)-based control sequence.

The cooling system wills be controlled by the following logic:
(1) The transition from FC to PMC mode can be expressed as:
𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝,𝐶𝑊,𝑊𝑆𝐸 > 𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝,𝐶𝐻𝑊,𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝛿𝑡𝐹𝐶 > 20𝑚𝑖𝑛,

(2)

where 𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝,𝐶𝑊,𝑊𝑆𝐸 is the condenser water supply temperature upstream of the WSE, 𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝,𝐶𝐻𝑊,𝑠𝑒𝑡
is the chilled water supply temperature set point, and 𝛿𝑡𝐹𝐶 is the elapsed time of FC mode since
the last activation. The waiting time threshold is 20 min, which is adjustable according to
engineering practice.
(2) The transition from PMC to FMC mode is expressed as:
𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝,𝐶𝑊,𝑊𝑆𝐸 > 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝐶𝐻𝑊,𝑊𝑆𝐸 + 1.39℃ 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝛿𝑡𝑊𝑆𝐸,𝑜𝑛 > 20𝑚𝑖𝑛,

(3)

where 𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝,𝐶𝑊,𝑊𝑆𝐸 is the condenser water supply temperature upstream of the WSE, 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝐶𝐻𝑊,𝑊𝑆𝐸
is the chilled water return temperature upstream of the WSE, 1.39°C (2.5°F) is dead band
differential temperature, and 𝛿𝑡𝑊𝑆𝐸,𝑜𝑛 is the elapsed time since the WSE was on.
(3) The transition from FMC to PMC mode is expressed as:
𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝,𝐶𝑊,𝑊𝑆𝐸 < 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝐶𝐻𝑊,𝑊𝑆𝐸 − 1.67℃ 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝛿𝑡𝑊𝑆𝐸,𝑜𝑓𝑓 > 20𝑚𝑖𝑛,
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(4)

where 𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝,𝐶𝑊,𝑊𝑆𝐸 is the condenser water supply temperature upstream of the WSE, 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝐶𝐻𝑊,𝑊𝑆𝐸
is the chilled water return temperature upstream of the WSE, 1.67°C (3°F) is dead band differential
temperature, and 𝛿𝑡𝑊𝑆𝐸,𝑜𝑓𝑓 is the elapsed time since the WSE was disabled.
(4) Lastly, the transition from PMC to FC mode is shown as:
𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝,𝐶𝑊,𝑊𝑆𝐸 < 𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝,𝐶𝐻𝑊,𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝛿𝑡𝑃𝑀𝐶 > 20𝑚𝑖𝑛,
(5)
where 𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝,𝐶𝑊,𝑊𝑆𝐸 is the condenser water supply temperature upstream of the WSE, 𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝,𝐶𝐻𝑊,𝑠𝑒𝑡
is the chilled water supply temperature set point, and 𝛿𝑡𝑃𝑀𝐶 is the run time of PMC mode since
the last activation. Each of these waiting times helps avoid short cycling of the equipment.
C.2. CHWST-based control
See Fig. 15 for the state graph of the CHWST-based control sequence.

Fig. 15. State graph of a chilled water supply temperature (CHWST)-based control sequence.

The cooling system wills be controlled by the following logic:
(1) The transition from FC to PMC is expressed as:
𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝,𝐶𝐻𝑊,𝑊𝑆𝐸 > 𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝,𝐶𝐻𝑊,𝑠𝑒𝑡 + 1.11℃ for 5 𝑚𝑖𝑛
(6)
(𝑆𝐶𝐻𝑊P > 99% and 𝐷𝑃𝐶𝐻𝑊 < 0.9 ∗ 𝐷𝑃𝐶𝐻𝑊,𝑠𝑒𝑡 for 15𝑚𝑖𝑛)
and 𝛿𝑡𝐹𝐶 > 15𝑚𝑖𝑛,
where 𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝,𝐶𝐻𝑊,𝑊𝑆𝐸 is the chilled water supply temperature downstream of the WSE, 𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝,𝐶𝐻𝑊,𝑠𝑒𝑡
is the chilled water supply temperature set point, 1.11°C (2°F) is dead band differential temperature,
𝑆𝐶𝐻𝑊P is the speed of chilled water pumps, 𝐷𝑃𝐶𝐻𝑊 is the measured pressure drop of the chilled
water loop, and 𝐷𝑃𝐶𝐻𝑊,𝑠𝑒𝑡 is the pressure drop set point of the chilled water loop.
(2) The transition from PMC to FMC mode is expressed as:
𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝,𝐶𝐻𝑊,𝑊𝑆𝐸 > 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝐶𝐻𝑊,𝑊𝑆𝐸 𝑓𝑜𝑟 10 𝑚𝑖𝑛
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(7)

𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝛿𝑡𝑊𝑆𝐸,𝑜𝑛 > 20 𝑚𝑖𝑛,
where 𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝,𝐶𝐻𝑊,𝑊𝑆𝐸 is the chilled water supply temperature downstream of the WSE, 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝐶𝐻𝑊,𝑊𝑆𝐸
is the chilled water return temperature upstream of the WSE, and 𝛿𝑡𝑊𝑆𝐸,𝑜𝑛 is the elapsed time since
the WSE was on.
(3) The transition from FMC to PMC mode is expressed as:
𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝,𝐶𝐻𝑊,𝑊𝑆𝐸,𝑝𝑟𝑒 < 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝐶𝐻𝑊,𝑊𝑆𝐸
(8)
𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝛿𝑡𝑊𝑆𝐸,𝑜𝑓𝑓 > 20 𝑚𝑖𝑛,
where 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝐶𝐻𝑊,𝑊𝑆𝐸 is the chilled water return temperature upstream of the WSE, 𝛿𝑡𝑊𝑆𝐸,𝑜𝑓𝑓 is the
elapsed time since the WSE was disabled, 𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝,𝐶𝐻𝑊,𝑊𝑆𝐸,𝑝𝑟𝑒 is the predicted chilled water supply
temperature downstream of the WSE, which can be predicted using an approximation algorithm,
such as:
𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝,𝐶𝐻𝑊,𝑊𝑆𝐸,𝑝𝑟𝑒 = 0.9 ∗ 𝑇𝑤𝑏 + 𝑇𝑎𝑝𝑝,𝐶𝑇,𝑝𝑟𝑒 + 𝑇𝑎𝑝𝑝,𝑊𝑆𝐸,𝑝𝑟𝑒 ,

(9)

where 𝑇𝑤𝑏 is outdoor air wet-bulb temperature, and 𝑇𝑎𝑝𝑝,𝐶𝑇,𝑝𝑟𝑒 is the predicted approach
temperature in cooling towers, which can be a fixed or variable value. Here the designed approach
temperature of cooling towers is set as 2.22 °C (4°F) [18,48]. 𝑇𝑎𝑝𝑝,𝑊𝑆𝐸,𝑝𝑟𝑒 is the predicted approach
temperature of the WSE. Here a design approach temperature for WSE is set as 1.67°C (3°F) [7].
(4) The transition from PMC to FC mode is expressed as:
(𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝,𝐶𝐻𝑊,𝑊𝑆𝐸 < 𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝,𝐶𝐻𝑊,𝑠𝑒𝑡 − 1.11℃
(10)
𝑜𝑟 𝑄𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑟 < 𝑄𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑟,𝑢𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑,𝑚𝑖𝑛 ) 𝑓𝑜𝑟 15 𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝛿𝑡𝑃𝑀𝐶 > 15 𝑚𝑖𝑛,
where 𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝,𝐶𝐻𝑊,𝑊𝑆𝐸 is the chilled water supply temperature downstream of the WSE, 𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝,𝐶𝐻𝑊,𝑠𝑒𝑡
is the chilled water supply temperature set point, 𝑄𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑟 is the current cooling load in the chiller,
𝑄𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑟,𝑢𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑,𝑚𝑖𝑛 is the minimum unload cooling load of the chiller.
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